THE FOLLOWING

Heading into its intense, spellbinding third season, hit psychological thriller THE FOLLOWING jumps into an all-new case for former FBI agent RYAN HARDY (Kevin Bacon), when a new villain emerges from the shadows, proving to be even more dangerous and insidious than imprisoned killer JOE CARROLL (James Purefoy).

As Season Two unfolded, Ryan, FBI Agent MIKE WESTON (Shawn Ashmore) and Ryan’s niece and NYPD officer, MAX HARDY (Jessica Stroup), led their own, covert investigation into Joe’s presumed death and the whereabouts of his cult’s remaining members. At the same time, they began crossing paths with LILY GRAY (Connie Nielsen) and her psychotic twins, MARK and LUKE (Sam Underwood), who proved to have a deadly mission of their own. There were a number of unexpected twists, including the return of CLAIRE MATTHEWS (Natalie Zea), who sought revenge on EMMA HILL (Valorie Curry) for kidnapping her son in Season One; Weston’s cold-blooded killing of Lily, in retaliation for the murder of his father; and Lily and the twins’ killing of MANDY LANG (Tiffany Boone), as a ploy to get to Joe. The season culminated with Ryan and Joe being forced to team up, when Mark and Luke kidnapped Claire, the woman they both love. That teaming ultimately led to Joe’s incarceration, but not before Joe vowed they would meet again.

Ryan’s longtime pursuit of Joe reignited in Season One when Joe escaped from death row and the FBI immediately contacted Ryan, the man who first captured him, to consult on the case. Challenged with the ever-growing web of murders orchestrated by the devious Carroll, Ryan and the FBI grew to learn that they are up against not one, but a cult of killers.